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Amazing Minecraft Activity Book
If you are a huge fan of authentic Argentinian cuisine and dream about cooking it
in your own kitchen, this is the perfect book for you. In addition to 25
mouthwatering recipes, this book offers interesting facts about Argentinian food
that will surely advance your interest in this particular culture. This book
encompasses everything you love about Argentinian cuisine and adds a bit of fun
to your normal cooking routine! We know your dinner guests will be coming to your
house every night when you have this book around. Grab your copy of Flavors of
the World - Argentina and bring some South American flare to your table!

From Obscurity To Bright Dawn
The star of the Animal Planet's River Monsters and author of the bestselling
companion book shares a meditation on fishing--and life. In his previous book,
Jeremy Wade memorably recounted his adventures in pursuit of fish of staggering
proportions and terrifying demeanor: goliath tigerfish from the Congo, arapaima
from the Amazon, "giant devil catfish" from the Himalayan foothills, and more.
Now, the greatest angling explorer of his generation returns to delight readers with
a book of a different sort, the book he was always destined to write -- the
distillation of a life spent fishing. As Jeremy's catches attract increasing attention,
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many people ask him how they can improve their own fishing results. This book is
his reply: part science, part art, and part elusive something else -- which is within
every angler's ability to develop. Along the way you will learn when to let instinct
override logic, which details are vital and which may be irrelevant, and how a "non
result" can be a result. Thoughtful and funny, brimming with wisdom and, above
all, adventure, these are pitch-perfect reflections that anyone who has ever fished
will identify with, for ultimately they touch on the simple, fundamental principles
that apply to all angling -- and to life.

The Bonsai Beginner's Bible
Just when Zombies life seems to be getting back to normal, it gets turned upsidedown again. Adorable little gnomes are appearing on everyones lawns, but nobody
knows where they came from or why theyre there. But they seem pretty cute, so
Zombie doesnt mind. At the same time, people are mysteriously vanishing into thin
air and no-one knows where theyve gone. Can Zombie and his friends uncover
where the gnomes are from? Will they find out where people are vanishing to? Will
they be able to discover whats going on before its too late?

Amazing Horse Facts and Trivia
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This is a collection of the CreeperSlayer12 Series.

The Fantastic Flatulent Fart Brothers Save the World
After stowing away on a lunar mission, brothers Willy and Peter and their sister's
hamster save the moon from flatulent aliens from Uranus.

Minecraft Essential Handbook
Greek myths and legends have inspired men and women around the world for
hundreds of years. The stories of Apollo, Perseus, Achilles, and others have
sustained the imaginations of old and young alike, even into the present. In fact,
characters of Greek myth and legend have found their way into mainstream
culture in the form of popular television and film characters. Greek mythology was
so influential that even formed the basis of Roman myth. In Greek Mythology:
Fascinating Myths and Legends of Greek Gods, Heroes, and Monsters, you will be
exposed to the exciting tales of gods and heroes that formed the canon of the
Ancient Greek religion. Greek myth has become a part of us in ways that we do not
fully appreciate. In fact, heroes like Achilles, Heracles, and Perseus have helped to
form the image that we have today of the hero. The basis for much of the
philosophy and dramatic arts that characterize Western society today has its root
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in Ancient Greek culture, which was closely tied to and spurred on by Greek myth
and legend. The Ancient Greeks used the tales of their gods and heroes to help
understand their world and their own place in it. In Greek Mythology: Fascinating
Myths and Legends of Greek Gods, Heroes, and Monsters, you will learn about all
the gods and heroes by reading the formative myths of the Greeks. Greek
Mythology: Fascinating Myths and Legends of Greek Gods, Heroes, and Monsters
explore the Greek gods and the Ancient Greek legends by delving into the tales
told by Greek and Roman poets and historians, including Homer. They told tales
about the creation of the universe, how the Titans were the first gods before the
Olympians, and how the Titans and Olympians went to war with one another.
Because the Ancient Greek religion was demonstrated in these tales about their
gods and heroes, learning about these figures in the form of stories allows the
reader to understand who the Ancient Greeks were and why they were. The world
of Ancient Greek legend was very different from our own. The people at the heart
of Ancient Greek civilization - living in modern-day Greece, Italy, Turkey, and other
places - these people were part of a culture so far removed from the way that we
think and perceive today as to be almost unrecognizable to us. Greek Mythology:
Fascinating Myths and Legends of Greek Gods, Heroes and Monsters give you the
lens you need to understand, even beginning with a description of the world they
lived in and a summary of their history through the major historical periods. In
Greek Mythology: Fascinating Myths and Legends of Greek Gods, Heroes, and
Monsters, you will learn everything there is to learn about Greek myth and legend.
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You will learn about the Titans and Olympians, the monsters, who the major gods
and goddesses were, who some of the important heroes were, and how Ancient
Greek legend has a legacy that continues among us today. Poets and dramatists
like Homer, Hesiod, Euripides, Sophocles, and Aeschylus recorded Greek stories in
a form that has allowed them to be read and appreciated today. In Greek
Mythology: Fascinating Myths and Legends of Greek Gods, Heroes, and Monsters,
you will learn some of these tales including: Pandora's Box Jason and the
Argonauts The Courtship of Leda The Tale of Arachne The Sacrifice of Iphigenia at
Aulis Heracles and His Twelve Labors The Judgment of Paris The Trojan War

White Devil
"A great book to read on a hot night." -Kelly Akemann, This Wacky Momma Reads!
Zoe Cain knows that Grant Evertide is way out of her league. So naturally, she
kisses him. Out of spite. Not only is Grant her brother’s number-one nemesis, but
he has zero interest in being tied down to one girl. She’s shocked—and secretly
thrilled—when they start spending more time together. Zoe’s brother claims Grant
is trying to make her his “Ringer,” an oh-so-charming tradition where a popular
guy dates a non-popular girl until he hooks up with her, then dumps her. Zoe
threatens to neuter Grant with hedge clippers if he's lying but Grant swears he
isn’t trying to trick her. Still, that doesn’t mean Grant is the commitment
type—even if winning a bet is on the line. Disclaimer: This Entangled Teen Crush
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book contains multiple PDAs, after-school detentions, and gambling on the side.
Warning: betting on a boyfriend is bad for your health. Each book in the Boyfriend
Chronicles series is STANDALONE: * Blackmail Boyfriend * The Boyfriend Bet *
Boomerang Boyfriend

The Boyfriend Bet
Perched on an island off the shores of Cornwall, England, the soaring castle of St.
Michael’s Mount has been home to the St. Aubyn family since 1647. For nearly
thirty years, Stanley Ager, one of the most esteemed butlers of the twentieth
century, ensured that St. Michael’s Mount was an impeccable place to live and a
gracious and welcoming one for guests to visit. Revered by everyone from royalty
to the estate staff, Stanley Ager considered it his calling to run a home gracefully
and efficiently. Several of the men whom he trained at St. Michael’s Mount went on
to serve in the Royal Household at Buckingham Palace and at British embassies
throughout the world. But you don’t need a manor to benefit from Ager’s wisdom
on homekeeping. This carefully detailed, charmingly illustrated, eminently useful
volume offers important insights and techniques, including how to: Wipe a
glass—or a chandelier—until it sparkles *** Fold napkins precisely—in six different
ways *** Polish furniture—or silver—to a mirror finish *** Lay a beautiful table and
serve a meal impeccably *** Brush, buff, and maintain any manner of clothes and
footwear *** Fold and pack for a trip—for business or pleasure *** Select and pour
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wine *** Stage “impromptu” romantic picnics *** And, among other graces, open a
door soundlessly, roll an umbrella perfectly, and iron a newspaper

Ecologies of Affect
Communication Matters: Because great communicators are made, not born.
Through Communication MattersË highly interactive program, students learn that
our instincts arenËt as good as we think they are and develop the skills needed to
become effective communicators. The program prompts students to question their
assumptions, helps them to move beyond their personal daily communication
experiences, and challenges them to think critically about why and how they
communicate in the ways they do. Connect for Communication Matters, Second
Edition, reflects our increasingly diverse, interactive, and digital world by using
hands-on features. Through an interactive eBook, a suite of student videos for
public speaking, and dynamic online activities, students are urged to consider
which choices are likely to be effective and which less so. LearnSmart, McGrawHillËs adaptive learning system, assesses studentsË knowledge of course content
and maps out personalized study plans for success. The result: Students are able
to internalize core communication principles, adapt their communication behavior
more effectively, and actively apply those strategies to all aspects of their lives.
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Farming Handbook for Minecraft
This fun and engaging activity book contains a massive 80 activities to keep
Minecraft fans entertained for hours! Solve the Pet Puzzle, take the Mob Quiz,
unscramble the Jumblewords, and more! Includes wordsearch, crosswords, Kriss
Kross, sudoku, spot the difference and mazes, to name just a selection of the
activities in this book, which is also packed full of cool pictures. Full solutions are
provided, and each page can be colored in too.

Sink Or Swim
We live in a world where smart fridges are more articulate than most politicians,
where the leaders of two nuclear powers engage in a battle of elementary school
wits, and where every fact can be dismissed as fake news. Sometimes it seems like
the only humor left is tinged with bitterness and despair. Robert Isenberg doesn't
believe that's true. He knows it's possible to find humor-true humor-everywhere.
Why is it that a politician's choice of food makes or breaks his or her career, and
why should we care? How important is it to attend a funeral if it means canceling
your regular Sunday tennis game? What drives a man's suspicions of yoga, and
perhaps more importantly, why are wives so determined to overcome such
reservations? Robert, aka "robear," has two wives. Esther is his real-life wife.
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Esther doesn't want to have anything to do with his imaginary wife, Dana, who is
featured in his essays. Robert created Dana to do and say what he wants, but
Dana says and does whatever pleases Dana. Isenberg is an affable guy-the kind of
man who tries to get along with automated help systems. From his obsession with
"As seen on TV!" products to his exploration of the differences between the sexes,
he's instantly recognizable to readers. We all have a Robert Isenberg in our life,
and that's a good thing-because we need to laugh. Judge this book by its cover! We
all have a Robert Isenberg in our lives. He's the one who sees things a little
differently than the rest of us. He's the one who makes you laugh when he tells
you what he's thinking. Robert actually asserts that elections are won and lost
once the public discovers what the candidates are eating. He insists that had
Hillary Clinton had said,"Hold the kale and bring on the iceberg," she would
definitely have won by a landslide! Robert is also sure that thousand island as
opposed to French vinaigrette would have won more votes. Although Isenberg tries
to get along with Robots on the phone, he's embarrassed to admit that they
inevitably get the better of him. And speaking of being embarrassed Isenberg's
wife Dana had instructed him to pick up two packages of toilet paper at Costco
each consisting of thirty-six rolls, he can only guess what people would think if he
placed seventy-two rolls of loose toilet paper in his cart. Another essay begins with
Robert being perplexed about the word 'perplexed', especially when his
cardiologist is "perplexed" about what is physically wrong with Robert. While he is
watching a football game, he often wonders why he learns more about mattresses
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and why he needs a new one, than what's happening with the football game. He
has similar issues with the ads in his face while watching the Red Sox. On top of
which he asks himself," Why should I give one damn that a bunch of strangers win
or lose?" He even goes on and asks himself,"Has one of them ever come to my
office to see how I'm doing?" If they lose he goes to bed sad that they lost, but
even sadder that he feels sad. All in all, JUDGE THIS BOOK BY ITS COVER! You will
be rewarded with true belly laughs, many smiles and the wonderful feeling of "I
know where Isenberg is, cause I've been there too."Isenberg also wants you to
read about his lovely and amazing sister who was a teacher for fifteen- years, but
had to be taught the art of cussing by her friend the school's librarian. There is also
story in this collection called Brother's. I was born the youngest of seven. I don't
think that any of my siblings were celebrating my birth. Least of all was brother
David, who up till my birth had been dotted upon by the older ones. He don't
exactly welcome me.There is also an essay re David's friend Butchy AKA Sonny
who on his death bed snared at me as he handed me a note that said, "I did and
you didn't!" Robert hasn't mentioned the piece called, "Harvey's Mother's Funeral
and the Sunday Morning Tennis Game," I'll leave up to you readers to supp

Flavors of the World - Argentina: Over 25 Recipes to Help You
Create the Perfect Argentinian Dish
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EMBRYOLOGY provides a concise and highly illustrated text, which confines its
descriptions to those that are relevant for modern undergraduate and
postgraduate medical courses, and similar courses in other related disciplines. An
appreciation of embryology is essential to understand topological relationships in
gross anatomy and to explain many congenital anomalies. Each chapter is
supplemented by clinical point ‘boxes’ and by key revision points. Text in concise
Illustrated Colour Text style, so core information on embryology can be quickly
recognised and digested. Clear full colour diagrams and pictures make the
embryological concepts clear and easily assimilated. Clinical boxes highlight
essential points of importance to medical students.

Why Men Are Suspicious of Yoga
A guide to pokemon characters from a kids point of view.

Reading Sensations in Early Modern England
How much do you know about farts? Fish fart. Astronauts fart even more. Even
dead people fart. Farts can destroy the planet, but smelling farts can be good for
your health. Ancient fart jokes, fart religion, farts that started wars. All this and
more in this hilarious but true encyclopedia of the windy and wacky world of
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musical gas.

Paper Darts
Provides readers with tips, techniques, and strategies for Minecraft, including how
to find resources, make a shelter, create tools, and defend against monsters.

Greek Mythology
From Obscurity to Bright Dawn is a fascinating eyewitness description of a
remarkable period of African history. Henry Phillips provides an insider's account,
having served as a top British official and as an appointed member of an otherwise
elected African cabinet. The book is based partly on the author's own diaries but
also on public records and the recollections of colleagues, family and friends. It
describes how Hastings Banda, an astute African politician, outwitted two Prime
Ministers and became a Prime Minister himself in just six years. This is a very
readable story, in which the business of government is interspersed with
descriptions of the environment and social life of a British civil servant overseas.
The narrative does not end with the independence of Malawi--the author
maintained his close relations with the country and its formidable president. The
latter, Hastings Banda, is shown, in this balanced account, in a far more favorable
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light than is customary.

Invasion of the Overworld
Dark forces are at work on the Elementia server, and when new players Stan, Kat
and Charlie arrive on the scene, they quickly find themselves in peril. Targeted by
more experienced players, the noobs must band together against the King, battle
the natural forces of the game, and unravel the mysteries of Elementia in the
name of justice.

The Burn Journals
The battle of Gettysburg was the largest engagement of the Civil War, and--with
more than 51,000 casualties--also the deadliest. The highest regimental casualty
rate at Gettysburg, an estimated 85 percent, was incurred by the 26th North
Carolina Infantry. Who were these North Carolinians? Why were they at
Gettysburg? How did they come to suffer such a grievous distinction? In Covered
with Glory, award-winning historian Rod Gragg reveals the extraordinary story of
the 26th North Carolina in fascinating detail. Praised for its "exhaustive
scholarship" and its "highly readable style," Covered with Glory chronicles the
26th's remarkable odyssey from muster near Raleigh to surrender at Appomattox.
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The central focus of the book, however, is the regiment's critical, tragic role at
Gettysburg, where its standoff with the heralded 24th Michigan Infantry on the first
day of fighting became one of the battle's most unforgettable stories. Two days
later, the 26th's bloodied remnant assaulted the Federal line at Cemetery Ridge
and gained additional fame for advancing "farthest to the front" in the PickettPettigrew Charge.

The Fantastic Flatulent Fart Brothers Go to the Moon
While getting ready for Halloween and searching for a skull left behind by Scream
Street's first skeleton resident, Luke is recruited, along with his companions Resus
and Cleo, to help the famous Headless Horseman find his stolen head.

The Basics of Public Budgeting and Financial Management
The Japanese and Chinese have been creating bonsai trees for centuries and it is
now an internationally popular pastime. This compact and stylish guide will provide
everything you need to know to grow bonsai successfully, including shaping with
wires, watering, seasonal maintenance, tackling common ailments, choosing the
right container, feeding and repotting. A directory of over 180 of the most popular
species, illustrated with beautiful photographs, will enable you to find the tree that
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is right for you.

The Eevee Set
How did Renaissance literature affect readers' minds, bodies and souls? In what
ways did the history of literary experience overlap with the history of humours and
emotions? This book argues that a new aesthetic vocabulary based on the theory
of the passions was formulated in the Renaissance to describe the affective power
of literature.

Embryology E-Book
Each book in the 6.5in x 8in Amazing Facts and Trivia series is beautifully
illustrated and contains hundreds of colorful pieces of artwork, photographs, and
diagrams. These quirky books are designed to be opened to any page so that
readers can discover intriguing stories, facts, tips, and trivia. From wild horses to
domesticated, from thoroughbreds to ponies, this book covers the differences and
similarities between members of the equine family. Colors and markings, including
dopples, stripes, and Palominos, are identified with colorful photographs and
illustrations. The legs, feet, eyes, teeth, and hair of horses are discussed at length
with tips on how to care for each part of a horse's body. Tips for riders and owners
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on the care and feeding of their horses provides a useful reference, as well as
discussion on the tack and attire necessary for riders to be comfortable and safe
atop a steed. Amazing Horse Facts and Trivia should serve as a valuable resource
for those who are new to the world of horses, as well as professional horsemen
who want an educational tool for their clients and perhaps themselves. Besides a
plethora of amazing horse facts, feats, and trivia, you will get an overview of the
horse industry, including information about equine terms, breeds, history,
competitions, safety, buying, riding, health care, and management.

The Bonsai Bible
The Body of Christ is being destroyed by lack of knowledge, wisdom, and
understanding of the captivity of individuals, families, cities, and even nations
caused by generational and personal accusations. The reality of the goodness of
God is challenged by the stark contrast between the covenantal blessings
promised in the Word of God and the struggles in one’s life. In this book, the
Hanselman’s uncover the source of these hindrances with practical teachings and
prayers that will help you be cleared of the charges against you and your family in
the Court of Heaven. Allow the Just Judge to declare you innocent by the Blood of
the Lamb as you agree with your accuser in generational and personal repentance.
Now is the time to begin the process of dismantling the accusations of the enemy!
Families, regions, and nations can be set free by the application of these prayers. It
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is time for the destiny of the Body of Christ to be released for the great end time
harvest.

Communication Matters
You will find oodles of puzzles, quizzes, maths and drawing activities to keep
Minecraft fans entertained for hours. Cross treacherous swampland, grow wheat on
a Minecraft farm, trade with the villagers, solve stronghold riddles and more. Clues
and answers are provided. Each page can be colored in, too!

Horses: Amazing Facts and Trivia
Once again Abby and her brother Jonah go through the magic mirror in their
basement, and this time they find themselves interfering in the Little Mermaid
story--and needing to set things right and make sure everyone has a happy
ending.

5Q
The Body of Christ is being destroyed by lack of knowledge, wisdom, and
understanding of the captivity of individuals, families, cities, and even nations
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caused by generational and personal accusations. The reality of the goodness of
God is challenged by the stark contrast between the covenantal blessings
promised in the Word of God and the struggles in one's life. In this book, the
Hanselman's uncover the source of these hindrances with practical teachings and
prayers that will help you be cleared of the charges against you and your family in
the Court of Heaven. Allow the Just Judge to declare you innocent by the Blood of
the Lamb as you agree with your accuser in generational and personal repentance.
Now is the time to begin the process of dismantling the accusations of the enemy!
Families, regions, and nations can be set free by the application of these prayers. It
is time for the destiny of the Body of Christ to be released for the great end time
harvest. This edition has expanded teachings and prayers.

Amazing Minecraft Activity Book
The Minecraft Comic book collection features some of the top selling comics
around. Minecraft fanatics are going crazy over these awesome comics. Watch the
epic battle of creepers and enderman and look out for a shocking twist. learn about
the haunting legend of herobrine and the fire starter. Watch as the creepers
invade! Inside you will find the following comics: Creepers vs. Enderman – The Mob
Battle The Invasion of the Creepers The Legend of Herobrine (Part 1) The Legend of
Herobrine (Part 2) Adventure, danger and excitement await you within these
pages. Scroll up and order your own copy today! Minecraft is a copyright and
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registered trademark of the company Mojang / Notch. We are not endorsed
associated with Minecraft or Mojang / Notch.

Attack of the Gnomes
The Basics of Public Budgeting and Financial Management brings budgetary theory
and practice together, filling the void between the two that has existed in the field
of budgeting and public finance. This book bridges the gap by providing the reader
with applications and exercises that reinforce budgetary theory. Students are given
the opportunity to learn various concepts and skills necessary to succeed in the
field and the exercises provided in each chapter require application of what is
learned. Specifically, students will be exposed to basic budget and finance
concepts, public revenue, financial management, risk assessment, cost benefit
analysis, and so on. This handbook also provides great tools that allow the user to
visually display budgets and other analysis. Students will gain the solid foundation
needed to begin work in a budget office. Features of this second edition include
enhanced data and optional in-class assignments. For ancillary materials, please
contact the author at menifieldc@missouri.edu.

How to Think Like a Fish
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Limited Time Discount! (Regular $8.99) The #1 Minecraft Coloring Book! Kid's
Coloring Book: Fun Minecraft Drawings for Kids is a great coloring book for kids
that are fans of Minecraft. This book will keep children entertained for hours. It also
serves as a fantastic gift for any occasion. Inside you will find: Drawings of your
favorite minecraft characters Drawings of Minecraft Monsters and Animals Pictures
of Landscapes Pictures of Action scenes and much, much more! Make these
drawings come to life using your imagination, pencils and markers! Grab Your Copy
Today!

Kid's Coloring Book
This guide will to help you build some of these farms while there are literally
hundreds of different designs out there, we have picked the best designs that are
not overly complicated to construct and generate more than enough yield to be
worth the effort. Step by step instructions with images to help you build each of
the farms.

The Butler's Guide to Running the Home and Other Graces
Covered with Glory
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BLADE OF THE SEA: Books 1-4 Fans of the Elementia Chronicles and the
Gameknight999 series will be drawn to Jesse Nethermind's epic tale of treasure
hunts, pirates, ninjas, and the quest for a magical place rumored to contain the
ultimate power. Filled with action, humor, and monsters galore, The Blade of the
Sea is the perfect adventure story children and adults alike!

The Elementia Chronicles 01: Quest for Justice
A New York Times Best Seller!The world of Minecraft comes to life in this thrilling
adventure for boys and girls! Gameknight999 loved Minecraft, but above all else,
he loved to grief—to intentionally ruin the gaming experience for other users.
When one of his father’s inventions teleports him into the game, Gameknight is
forced to live out a real-life adventure inside a digital world. What will happen if
he’s killed? Will he respawn? Die in real life? Stuck in the game, Gameknight
discovers Minecraft’s best-kept secret, something not even the game’s
programmers realize: the creatures within the game are alive! He will have to stay
one step ahead of the sharp claws of zombies and pointed fangs of spiders, but
he’ll also have to learn to make friends and work as a team if he has any chance of
surviving the Minecraft war his arrival has started. This action-packed tribute to the
worldwide computer game phenomenon is a runaway publishing smash and the
perfect companion for Minecraft fans of all ages.
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Skull of the Skeleton
Willy and Peter didn't plan to save the world that day. But a search for a birthday
gift for little sis lands them in a big stink. Captured by mad clowns, the boys
unmask a putrid plot to destroy the world with Weapons of Mass Flatulation. From
flying camels to stormy seas, can they save humanity from ex-stink-tion?

Minecraft Comic Book Collection
In the pages of this book, Alan Hirsch takes us on a really deep dive into the
fivefold (APEST) typology of ministry as articulated in Ephesians 4:1-16, but he
takes us to a depth and scope that few (if any) have ventured before. By laying out
the most comprehensive model of APEST to date--one that incorporates deep
theology as well as innovative practice--Hirsch once again demonstrates his almost
uncanny capacity to change not only the conversation itself, but also the scorecard
on how we understand calling, church, leadership, and organization.

Silencing the Accuser
The Japanese and Chinese have been creating bonsai trees for centuries and it is
now an internationally popular pastime. This compact and stylish guide will provide
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everything you need to know to grow bonsai successfully, including shaping with
wires, watering, seasonal maintenance, tackling common ailments, choosing the
right container, feeding and repotting. A directory of over 90 of the most popular
species, illustrated with beautiful photographs, will enable you to find the tree that
is right for you.

Silencing the Accuser: Restoration of Your Birthright
In the tradition of Running with Scissors and Girl, Interrupted, The Burn Journals is
a truly remarkable book about teenage despair and recovery. "Describes a
particular kind of youthful male desolation better than it has ever been described
before, by anyone." --Andrew Solomon, author of The Noonday Demon I don’t want
to get out of bed. I’m so stupid. I did so many things wrong. I don’t know what to
do. I’m going to be in so much trouble. What am I going to do? I’m completely
screwed. In 1991, fourteen-year-old Brent Runyon came home from school, doused
his bathrobe in gasoline, put it on, and lit a match. He suffered third-degree burns
over 85% of his body and spent the next year recovering in hospitals and rehab
facilities. During that year of physical recovery, Runyon began to question what
he’d done, undertaking the complicated journey from near-death back to high
school, and from suicide back to the emotional mainstream of life.
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The Fantastic Flatulent Fart Brothers' Big Book of Farty Facts
The amazing true story of the only white man to rise to the top of the Chinese
mafia. In August 2013, “Bac Guai” John Willis, also known as the “White Devil”
because of his notorious ferocity, was sentenced to 20 years for drug trafficking
and money laundering. Willis, according to prosecutors, was “the kingpin,
organizer and leader of a vast conspiracy,” all within the legendarily insular and
vicious Chinese mafia. It started when John Willis was 16 years old . . . his life
seemed hopeless. His father had abandoned his family years earlier, his older
brother had just died of a heart attack, and his mother was dying. John was alone,
sleeping on the floor of his deceased brother’s home. Desperate, John reached out
to Woping, a young Chinese man Willis had rescued from a bar fight weeks before.
Woping literally picks him up off the street, taking him home to live among his own
brothers and sisters. Soon, Willis is accompanying Woping to meet his Chinese
mobster friends, and starts working for them. Journalist Bob Halloran tells the tale
of John Willis, aka White Devil, the only white man to ever rise through the ranks in
the Chinese mafia. Willis began as an enforcer, riding around with other gang
members to “encourage” people to pay their debts. He soon graduated to even
more dangerous work as a full-fledged gang member, barely escaping with his life
on several occasions. As a white man navigating an otherwise exclusively Asian
world, Willis was at first an interesting anomaly, but his ruthless devotion to his
adopted culture eventually led to him emerging as a leader. He organized his own
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gang of co-conspirators and began an extremely lucrative criminal venture selling
tens of thousands of oxycodone pills. A year-long FBI investigation brought him
down, and John pleaded guilty to save the love of his life from prosecution. He has
no regrets. White Devil explores the workings of the Chinese mafia, and he speaks
frankly about his relationships with other gang members, the crimes he committed,
and why he’ll never rat out any of his brothers to the cops. Told to Halloran from
Willis’s prison cell, White Devil is a shocking portrait of a man who was allowed
access into a secret world, and who is paying the price for his hardened life.

Minecraft Comic Book Collection
Ecologies of Affect offers a synthetic introduction to the felt dynamics of cities and
the character of places. The contributors capture the significance of affects
including desire, nostalgia, memory, and hope in forming the identity and tone of
places. The critical intervention this collection of essays makes is an active,
consistent engagement with the virtualities that produce and refract our idealized
attachments to place. Contributors show how place images, and attempts to build
communities, are, rather than abstractions, fundamentally tied to and revolve
around such intangibles. We understand nostalgia, desire, and hope as virtual; that
is, even though they are not material, they are nevertheless real and must be
accounted for. In this book, the authors take up affect, emotion, and emplacement
and consider them in relation to one another and how they work to produce and
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are produced by certain temporal and spatial dimensions. The aim of the book is to
inspire readers to consider space and place beyond their material properties and
attend to the imaginary places and ideals that underpin and produce material
places and social spaces. This collection will be useful to practitioners and students
seeking to understand the power of affect and the importance of virtualities within
contemporary societies, where intangible goods have taken on an increasing value.

Blade of the Sea
HORSES & PONIES. For lovers of horses and trivia alike, this colorful book is packed
with fascinating facts, from physical characteristics and folklore to safety tips and
horse-care musts. Over 400 nuggets of information are taken from all areas of the
equine world, -from the pages of science journals to the ringside of a rodeo. Find
the answer to questions such as: Do horses have hair or fur? Can a horse cross
with a zebra? Has a horse ever been cloned? Why do horses stand in the rain?
What snacks do horses prefer? How fast is a horse compared to a cheetah? The
book also includes practical advice on riding and showing horses and encourages
appreciation of and respect for these most magnificent beasts.
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